TASK FORCE LISTENING TOUR:

Property Tax Reform Task Force
The PSBA Governing Board approved the creation of three task forces to address the issues of mandate reform, charter school legislation and property tax reform. As part of the property tax reform task force mission, task force representatives are seeking feedback from school districts statewide on the challenges involved with local property tax. Participate in roundtable discussions regarding this important topic and provide your input for the work of the task forces.

PRESENTATIONS:

Understanding PIAA and Sports Classifications
Examine the impact of school sports in Pennsylvania in this presentation on the Pennsylvania Interscholastic Athletics Association (PIAA). Gain a better understanding of sports classifications and how they are determined.

Presenter: Dr. Robert Lombardi, Executive Director, PIAA

Building Story and Brand for Your District
In an age of social media and information overwhelm, how can district leadership cut through the noise and articulate the unique story of their students, families and district? This session will discuss the role of the Team of 10 in building a strong, cohesive brand for schools in their community.

Presenter: Brianna Crowley, Sr. Director of Education and Training, PSBA